
2022-23 USE OF SCHOOL GRANT FUNDS

SCHOOL PROJECTS

Alberta Rider Small Group Reading Support - Help fund 1 instructional assistant
$9600 to provide targeted learning for reading skills, in a smaller group setting.

Bridgeport After School Enrichment Clubs - Funds coordinator and teachers of an
$9600 after school program that provides a wide variety of 90-minute classes

during 3 different sessions throughout the year.

CFT Expand ELD and Newcomer Services - Increase hours of English
$9600 Language Development teacher to match increased need of services that

are essential to progress in academics, especially for the growing
newcomer population.

Deer Creek Small Group Reading Intervention - Fund teaching assistant support
$9600 for each kindergarten class to focus on small group and individual literacy

instruction.

Durham Ignite Online Tutoring Intervention - Partial funding of a pilot online
$9600 tutoring program for intensive 2nd grade reading intervention.

Mary Woodward McConnell Math Support - Fund teacher to provide math support
$9600 through small group & individual instruction, in accelerated or remedial

groups.

Metzger Enriching & Elevating through The Arts - Fund teachers for FREE after
$9600 school enrichment program that provides access, instruction, and

experience in the arts and intentional growth of leadership skills.

Templeton Small Group Reading Support - Fund teaching assistants to lead small
$9600 group reading instruction that allows for different learning styles and

levels.

Tualatin Supporting All Student From Math & Beyond - Fund 3 teaching
$9600 assistants to support math learning inside the classrooms, and expand

hours of teaching staff member that helps students build self-regulating
skills so they can spend more time in the classroom learning.



Fowler Middle After School Affinity Groups - Help fund a team of teachers to lead affinity
$9600 groups that allow students to gain more validation and a family feel when

connected. Groups provide a positive imprint that helps with academic focus
and building confidence in their general self-advocacy skills.

After School Academy - Provide partial funding for 15 instructors for ASA
offerings that will help students connect, learn to support each other and
find a sense of belonging, with classes like book club, news club, volleyball,
running and chess.

Hazelbrook Middle Affinity & Club Advisors - Fund 14 to teach/lead affinity and after school
$9600 clubs to help students feel more connected to their school by creating

opportunities for students to come together with a common purpose/interest.

Twality Middle CommuniCares - Fund teacher for a student-led community service
$9600 program teaching teamwork, philanthropy and interconnectedness, an

Important concept for developing empathy and awareness of social justice.

Affinity Morning Meetings - Help fund 14 teachers to plan and lead the 6
affinity groups in Twality to build student connections and a sense of
belonging.

Social Justice Club - Fund 2 teachers to lead the collaborative team of
students and staff focused on amplifying student equality, empathy and
unity within the school to eliminate discrimination, hate speech and
harassment on campus.

Creekside Community Lunch - Fund teacher for a hands-on catering program
Community High that provides a weekly school-wide seed-to-fork feast that is prepared,
$9600 managed and shared by all of the Creekside youth.

Tigard High TWI Classroom Support - Fund 1-2 teaching assistants providing in-class
$9600 support for the Two Way Immersion classes where COVID had a dramatic

impact on students keeping pace, as they were not able to use the language
of instruction on a regular basis during virtual learning.

Tualatin High At Risk Senior Wrap Support - Fund social worker to provide wrap service
$9600 and case management for a growing list of seniors who are at risk of not

graduating with their class of 2023.


